**Help With W.U.S. Week**

**The Colonnade**

**Petitions In For Three Major Organizations**

Petitions of nominees for president of the three major organizations have been circulating in the dorms this past week, and the girls who have been selected to compete for the offices were announced Monday morning, February 1.

Introductions are hardly necessary to the Mississippi Senior Class Association, for you, the senior members, are the ones responsible for the Colonnade's policies and procedures. Jan Anderson, president of the Powell House, was nominated for president of College Government Association. Jan, who is now vice-president of CGA, is a member of the Powell House and has served the past three years at GCS as a junior member, associate, and member of the Junior Board.

Petitions of the Mississippi Student Senate are due in the office of the Senate chairman, Larry Houser, and have been circulating in the dorms this past week.
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**Attitudes and Opinions**

**Lavin and the Republic of Learning**

```markdown
Judged by the /Venerable/ and System's criteria in its new rule was in Georgia, but /Lavin and the Republic of Learning/ by Georgia's laws, the /the Republic of Learning/ by Georgia's laws, 
```

**Jame is a letter**

**Bell Book**

**Do What Ever**

**Some atheneum**

**THE COLONADE**

**Mary Ann Reshka**

**Business Manager**

**Perry Smith**

**Oxymoron**

**Welcome, High School Seniors**

**By HEE N. MOORE**

This week marks the end of a full academic year. The high school seniors will be leaving for college next week. We at the Colonade wish to express our appreciation to the seniors who have served in various capacities throughout the year. We hope they will continue to be successful in their future endeavors.

**What Have You Attended?**

**In Review**

**Army Road Show**

**To Be Presented at GSCW Friday**

**The third annual**

**Orchids to...**

**All events**

**Tone of Voice**

**The essence of silence—whatever words we may use, how we may speak, to express The thought we would convey... the words we use, our gestures, the tone of voice—are the expressive instruments of the words we use... instead of the sentences. The frequency of certain words... the rhythm of the sentences... the cadence of the tone of voice...—instead of the sentences.**

**Reports from High School Weekend**

**W. U. Program**

**Friday**

**Brenham**

**High School weekend was a big success.**

**Saturday**

**Brenham**

**Special emphasis was placed on the social aspects of the weekend.**
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**Tips on Catching a Valentine**

**Pharaoh**

**For Pharaoh, it's a little less easy to find that boy or girl who stands out in the crowd.**
Liggett & Myers Tobacco Co. says...

FOR more than thirty years we have used research day and day out learning about tobacco and cigarettes in the public's interest.

Continuously we and our consultants have analyzed, experimented with and smoked all kinds of tobacco—especially Southern Burley, Maryland and Turkish cigarette tobacco.

Our own cigarettes and competitive brands have been submitted to the most exacting scientific scrutiny including thousands of analyses of millions of pounds of tobacco.

From all these thousands of analyses, and other findings reported in the leading technical journals, our Research Department has found no reason to believe that the isolation and elimination of any element native to cigarette tobacco today would improve smoking.

For four years we have maintained in the smoker's interest an intensified larger scale diversified research program. A half-million dollar 30-ton machine, the world's most powerful source of high voltage electrons, designed solely for our use has tested tens of thousands of cigarettes. This program has already given us direct and significant information of benefit to the smoking public.

Our consultants include Arthur D. Little, Inc. of Cambridge, Massachusetts, "one of the largest and most reputable industrial research organizations in the country" (From Business Week Magazine) and eminent scientists from leading universities.

Today the public can confidently choose from a variety of brands—by far the best cigarettes ever made by the tobacco industry.